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Author of the bestselling Angels in My Hair Lorna Byrne sees angels with as much clarity as the rest

of us see people, and she speaks to them every day. In A Message of Hope from the Angels, Lorna

gives you the comfort of knowing that, no matter how alone you might feel, you always have a

guardian angel by your side to support you.In this inspiring and uplifting book, Lorna reveals how

you can call on the help of your angels to carry you through the challenges that everyone inevitably

faces, including loneliness, depression, stress, financial strain, heartbreak, the death of a loved one,

or feeling inadequate as a parent. No matter what obstacles you face, you can call on this support to

make your life happier and more fulfilling.
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"Written with tenderness and simplicity, this book offers a message of hope for these troubled times.

Filled with wise observations, personal experiences and practical help, Lorna guides us to many of

the answers we seek." (Joan Wester Anderson, author of New York Times bestseller Where Angels

Walk)

Born in Ireland,Â Lorna ByrneÂ is the author of international bestsellersÂ AÂ Message of Hope from

the AngelsÂ and her autobiographyÂ Angels in My Hair,Â which has been translated into twenty-six

languages and sold in more than fifty countries. For more information, visit LornaByrne.com.



Lorna Byrne is such a beautiful soul. At the very least her books are comforting and enlightening

and at the most reveals her gift that I believe is to help bring people together in this chaotic world full

of hate and suffering. For a very long time I have believed that God has many names and faces and

Lorna reminds us that everyone, regardless of their faith or lack of, has a guardian angel. As long as

we respect one another and show empathy and generosity towards others, especially those who

have met misfortune, (despite the reason) that this is our true purpose in life. This is not always an

easy path, and we need to stop judging others so harshly. People who know me well would be very

surprised at the tears I shed when I read one of her books. Moreover, if people are questioning her

profiting from her gift, I believe it is long overdue! She has suffered enough and is worthy of the

reward from sharing her wondrous gift of communicating with the angels.

Last Chapter in A Message of Hope from the Angels--starts out with YES!!!WE ALL WILL SEE AND

SPEAK TO ANGELS--this iis in the future--Archangel Michael told this to Lorna Byrnes. Let it be

sooner than later please.READ THIS ONE FIRST . Archangel Michael, Healing Angels, Angel of:

Strength, Hope, Prayer, Amen (yes Amen is an Angel used at beginning and end of prayer it adds

more power to it)Appendix 2 pages 173-176 are all the prayers God gave with permission to share

with us.Prayer of: Thanks, Healing Angels, Joy in my Life, Hard Times, Forgiveness and peace of

mind, Forgiveness for those who have hurt me.Only half way thru the book, a good "how To -just

ask. Descriptions of different angels. What their functions are--what they can and can not do.What

got me fired up was the different uses people have used for The Prayer of Thy Healing Angels (it

has to be said the way God wrote it-don't correct the grammar! A farmer --USED IT FOR RAIN ! In a

drought ridden state--It should be mandatory for every government agency, school, church and

general public to read that prayer --silently or aloud, on the same day---End the Drought Day. She

writes how powerful prayer is by a single individual, but how much more powerful as a group.

Anyway then a suggestion that all read the prayer at least once a week--once a day if possible. THE

LOVE CHAPTER. Must read. Truth about your Soul Mate, Angels arrange circumstance for two

people to meet. Homosexuals. NEWS neither God nor the Angels have a problem with Gays, since

angels do try to connect same sex people. To my mind, the only evil is to impose your Life-Style

upon others. Your Soul Mate is not necessarily for you. If you wait for your Soul Mate you may miss

out on your True Love relationship and a wonderful life together.

This is my 2nd copy of the book, as I gave the 1st to a friend, and it was never returned! I love this

book! Lorna Byrne's unique perspective and ability to see angels everywhere is so comforting even



to those of us who already know that angels exist and are available to be called on. She describes

many types of angels and offers effective ways to pray to God. My family and I were on a icy

mountain road just after I read the book, and our SUV started sliding out of control about to go over

(and down) the side of the road. I had already been praying, but at that moment, I specifically called

on the Angel of Strength that I had read about in this book. Our car stopped sliding, and not one of

us in that car had any doubt of the Divine Intervention that took place at that moment. I don't have

enough words to say how amazing the book is, but I will say that if everyone read it...this world

would be a much better place! It truly is a Message of Hope!!!!

I first read this book when I lived in Bangkok. Most of the Kinokuniya Bookstores have a limited

selection of Christian books. I love Christian fiction but that doesn't exist in most countries outside

the US so I was looking for something inspiring to read and came across this book in hardcover. I

love the message. I had read Angels in My Hair, which inspired me to check out this book. When I

moved to the Middle East I had to sell/give away my book collection because I couldn't take it with

me. I was so sad to leave this book behind. I know it may sound like a small thing but I adore books,

especially one's that touch each of us in different, powerful ways. I have been back in the U.S. now

for a few months and scooped this book up and this time, I don't plan to give it away. The stories

helped me get through some tough times in The Middle East and have brought me closer to God.

I purchased "A message of hope from the Angels" immediately after reading Lorna Byrne's first

book "Angels in my hair" and just being blown away. Her story in amazing and these books have not

only changed my prayer life, but changed my entire life! I have purchased six copies for friends and

recommended these books to dozens of others. I highly recommend you open up your mind, body

and soul and purchase these books! I am so grateful I did :) Thank you Lorna Byrne!!!!!!!!!!!
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